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INTRODUCTION TO THE
IFSEL SCHOOLS
APPROACH

1. Introduction to the IFSEL Schools Approach
Approach First: The IFSEL Schools Approach is based on the philosophy that SEL is an
approach first, and an articulated program, second. We see that experiential teacher
professional development is the key to SEL and that the teacher will master components
of using SEL as a lens through which to view and design teaching practices.
Just Six Schools: Each year IFSEL co-designs and leads a one-year path of faculty
development work for six schools. The path is customized for each school’s needs, so SEL
can be integrated fully into the educational experience of all students and teachers.
Empowering: We help schools to develop SEL Leaders. After two years, the school’s
momentum can be self-sustaining, while IFSEL continues to provide on-going Workshops
and Institutes that you can tap into for
continued development, particularly for
“The caliber of the content and
new faculty.
design was top flight in every
possible way. It was rich, varied
Whole Community: IFSEL can work with all
and substantive and at every turn,
stakeholders: teachers, students, parents,
you demonstrated a keen
understanding of our school
administrators, and Boards of Directors.
culture and how best to meet our
Sometimes having outside facilitators helps
needs...I am incredibly impressed
to develop to ‘buy-in’, and teachers also
with your collective and individual
gain tools, language, experience, and
skills.”
research to share the value of SEL to other
community members.
Administrator from a 2016 IFSEL School
Depth and Impact: More than any other
curricular area, SEL has impacts that go beyond strengthening student’s knowledge and
skill development. Research shows SEL impacts school climate, teacher well-being,
discipline and behavior problems, academic performance, test scores, creative thinking,
and civil discourse.
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2. Goals of the IFSEL Schools Approach:
•
•

•

•

Give faculty an in-depth, experiential understanding of SEL.
Help faculty reshape how they see themselves, renew their inspiration and
creativity, and develop the ability to build more humanity and empathy into their
teaching practice.
Give teachers and parents a common understanding of the practices and vocabulary
that can help inspire students to evolve into compassionate leaders and resilient
learners.
Support schools to develop a scope and sequence for SEL across school-wide
systems, grade levels and subject disciplines.

3. Faculty Confidence, Skill and Knowledge
Faculty develop important skills over the course of the year, such as how to:
Conduct classes in ways that build capacity for personal reflection, meaningful
conversation, social awareness, and group harmony.
• Use creative expression, cooperation, play, silence, metaphor, and listening to
activate SEL in all subject areas.
• Integrate SEL design principles into all
academic areas to facilitate powerful learning.
“I normally opt out of all of
• Facilitate the use of clarification,
these and am not willing to be a
support and wisdom to unlock the power of
part of such experiences — out of
my comfort zone. I engaged in
collective wondering.
this professional development,
• Work with values to build teacher
and took huge risks. I’m so happy
resilience, humanity, inspiration, joy, and
I did - it was such a positive
creativity.
experience.”
• Model the resilience, compassion and
Faculty member, 2017 IFSEL School
inspiration at the heart of SEL.
•

4. Possible instructional elements for an IFSEL School path
An IFSEL School Path may include a variety of instructional elements, including:
•
•

Professional Development Workshops for faculty and/or virtual sessions (See
Workshop List in Appendix A)
Classroom coaching, co-teaching, demonstration classes (more information in
Appedix B)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance to develop SEL scope and sequence across grades and disciplines
Coaching for school leadership
Faculty meetings and retreats that we co-design and/or co-facilitate
SEL events for parent education
Guidance on school-wide systems: e.g. how to infuse SEL into lunchtime, recess,
field trips, assemblies, student council, graduation, honoring rituals and/or awards.
Guidance on difficult events that impact School Climate.

5. Sample One-Year Paths
Sample one-year path for an Elementary School
Logistics

3 on-site days (multiple workshops)
25 hours coaching (on-site/virtual mix) + 50 hours design, prep,
follow-up
Parent event

Experiences

It’s Fundamental: Research, Rationale, and Inspiration
SEL Toolbox: Foundational SEL Practices for Students
Creative Approaches to SEL: the Teacher Toolbox
Peace-building, Conflict Resolution + Play: Making a Way for
Friendship
Emotion Thermometer: Practices for Self-regulation and
Resiliency
The Power of the Teacher’s SELf
Catalyzed by SEL: Integrating SEL with Content

Materials

Customized Electronic Materials Manual, Binders, and Checklist

Sample one-year path for a Middle School/High School
Logistics

3 on-site days (multiple workshops)
25 hours coaching (on-site/virtual mix) + 50 hours design, prep,
follow-up Parent event

Experiences

It’s Fundamental: Research, Rationale, and Inspiration
SEL Toolbox: Foundational SEL Practices for Students
Creative Approaches to SEL: the Teacher Toolbox
Advisory Experiences + Open Session
Emerging SEL Curriculum for Middle and High School Students
Emotion Thermometer: Practices for Self-Regulation and
Resiliency
The Power of the Teacher’s SELf

Materials

Customized Electronic Materials Manual, Binders, and Checklist
www.InstituteforSEL.net
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For more information about the IFSEL School Approach, as well as other opportunities
to consult with the Institute, please contact Elizabeth McLeod at
elizabeth@instituteforsel.net
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Appendix A:
IFSEL Workshop List (Partial List)
SEL Toolbox: Foundational SEL Tools (Grades K-12):
Explore the capacity and motivation of students to learn and apply social and emotional
learning skills to their daily lives. This session describes an effective lesson sequence to
help your school get started with SEL and provides a common, effective language for SEL.
SEL teaching practices utilize creative metaphor, experiential learning, silence, and
analytic thinking to activate the hearts and minds of students.
Insights and Ideas for Advisory Groups (Grades 5-12):
SEL brings a wide and creative lens to view Advisory or homeroom meeting times. We will
explore a series of experiences and rituals that engage meaningful conversations, personal
reflection, and positive group interactions among students. Customized to meet your
school’s needs, this workshop will be helpful if your school has an established program or
your school is just beginning a focus on Advisory. Recognizing that teachers are diverse in
their needs, experience, and comfort level in their roles as advisors, this workshop
provides an opportunity to come together as a faculty and clarify the goals, norms, and
role of the Advisory, while discovering opportunities for leadership, compassion, and
stress management. The IFSEL team will troubleshoot with you and share what works
well. You will receive a large body of lesson ideas and sequencing, strategies, and
resources.
The Open Session (Grades 5-12):
The Open Session is the cornerstone practice for effective Middle and High School SEL
programs and is described in Daniel Goleman's best-selling book Emotional Intelligence.
This session provides all the details you need to skillfully facilitate powerful discussions,
based on the development of specific techniques for clarification, empathic listening, and
group problem-solving using student-generated issues from their own life experiences.
The format uses the Socratic method infused with emotional intelligence. Students move
away from debate and collectively wonder out loud. Trust and SEL skills develop and
increase as students engage in the process of The Open Session.
Peace-Building, Conflict Resolution and Play: Making Way for Friendship (Grades K-8):
SEL provides the foundation for the resolution of conflicts for students who genuinely care
about relationship and friendship building. This session provides theory and practices for
teaching conflict resolution to children through cooperative games and role play. Participants explore ways to effectively facilitate conflicts with the goal of
promoting independent problem solving and win-win solutions.
Catalyzed by SEL (Grades 4-12):
Innovative approaches to activating SEL through subject content can support depth of
insight and empowered learning for students. This session provides a facilitated
exploration of opportunities for social and emotional learning in different discipline areas
www.InstituteforSEL.net
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- centering on the SEL tool kit. You will hear about creative lesson ideas for embedding
SEL into subject content and also work with fellow participants to create new SEL
opportunities in the lessons and units you already teach.
The Power of the Teacher's SELf (Grades K-12):
A typical day brings many opportunities for our own social and emotional learning in
interactions with students, parents, and colleagues --answering a concerned email,
watching over lunch and recess, making committee decisions, attending overnight school
trips, to name a few. SEL thrives through the personal responses we make and the
connections we establish with each other, moment by moment. Using case studies and
scenarios, we will practice how to view situations wisely; send challenging messages with
authority and empathy; and assess whether to let something go or not. We will uncover
the values that motivate our responses and become clearer about our power to create
community.
Creative Approaches to Developing Emotional Intelligence (Grades 3-12):
This session offers an experiential opportunity to delve deeply into the foundational SEL
tools. Teachers will discuss, write, and reflect on SEL process questions. They will
experience how to use the role of the observer as a key element of feedback to the group.
They will explore the different ways that silence, creative expression, listening, and
cooperation open up students to greater social and emotional learning. Lessons such as
The Hidden Voice, Cooperative Silent Squares, and the Student as Teacher will be
experienced. We will a provide a framework for reflection and building resiliency before
students experience school trips or other forms of group transition.
The Emotion Thermometer: Practices to Promote Self-Regulation and Resiliency
(Grades K-12):
This experiential session explores a myriad of options for greater self-regulation and
resiliency, applicable to the young child on up to adults. The Emotion Thermometer is an
effective tool to help young students develop awareness and ways to communicate their
changing emotional states, while breathing practices, guided visualizations, art, and
mindfulness techniques offer powerful ways to develop personal awareness and positive
communication tools.
Play on Purpose: Active Team and Cooperative Building Exercises (Grades 4-12):
This session offers techniques for maximizing opportunities to build community, leadership
and SEL skills through improvisational play and cooperative initiatives and games. Hone
your skills for facilitating powerful self-reflection that challenge students to connect with
and apply their understanding of themselves and others and connect learning to their
lives. Engage in time- tested and highly motivational experiences and lessons while having
fun.
The Influence of the Media on the Middle and High School Student: Opportunity for SEL
(Grades 5-12):
This session provides experiences to engage students in being best practitioners of the
media in their lives, relating media literacy to SEL themes. Resources draw from Common
Sense Media and Institute for SEL facilitators’ experience with students and teachers.
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Emerging SEL Curriculum for Middle and High School Students: Themes, Discussions
and Experiences (Grades 5-12):
Hear from SEL teachers about practices that involve adolescent students in the thoughts,
feelings, and actions that underlie their social and emotional development. From "What is
Cool?" to "Mindset", and from emotions and the brain to how to survive a Middle School
dance and High School and College applications, this exchange will help demystify how to
motivate students to their own insights and actions.
The Identity Puzzle: Who am I? What do I believe? (Grades 5-12):
This workshop will provide a developmental approach for viewing identity issues and some
creative ways to explore the exciting and sensitive domain of personal identity. The
session explores the nature of introverted and extraverted tendencies in our students and
its implications for our teaching and their learning.
In Nature (Grades K-12):
SEL is strengthened when the interconnection between self, social, and environmental
awareness fuels decision-making. In this workshop, you will experience simple and deep
ways to develop appreciation of nature with all aged students whether your school is
located on a farm or in an urban setting. Curricular ideas that promote sustainability and a
sense of stewardship will be shared, as well as ways to bring out the social and emotional
aspects of these themes.
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Appendix B:
Detailed IFSEL Consulting and Coaching Menu
Facilitation
•

Faculty meetings which may include leading a Check-In, a segment of scope and
sequence work, a discussion on pressing topics, and/or mini-workshop on specific tools

•

Grade level meetings which may include SEL curriculum planning, Q & A, student
support

•

Open Session for faculty

Demonstration Lessons
•
•
•
•

Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead

or
or
or
or

co-lead
co-lead
co-lead
co-lead

SEL rituals such as Check-In or appreciations (K-12th grade)
Open Session (6th-12th grade)
lessons on SEL tools or themes (K-12th grade)
conflict resolution and role plays (K-12th grade)

Lessons planned with input from teachers. IFSEL provides time guidelines for specific
lessons. We recommend scheduling a 30-minute debrief with teachers after each
demonstration lesson.
Classroom Coaching & Observations
•

Observe teachers presenting SEL or academic lessons to students or advisees

Coaching and observations require a pre-class conversation between IFSEL consultant and
teacher to set goals, and a 30 minute debrief. IFSEL consultant offers feedback and
suggestions to incorporate SEL practices and content into teaching practice.
Other Observation Opportunities
•

Recess, lunch, Advisory, community-meetings

IFSEL consultant works with schools to identify hopes, concerns, and questions prior to
visit; observe rituals and structures; debrief and follow up with feedback and
recommendations.
Drop–In Meetings
•

We recommend scheduling some time for teachers to drop-in and meet with IFSEL
consultants in unstructured ways for questions and conversation.
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